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pip3 install -U pippip3 install tensorflow==2.8.0pip3 install -U openvino-tensorflow

import openvino_tensorflow

openvino_tensorflow.set_backend(‘CPU’)
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I wish I could! My code’s 
too slow. If only there 
was a way to speed up 
inferencing of a 
real-time application at 
the edge…

What happens if it 
doesn’t work?

That’s what I like to hear!
Some clusters are dropped after 
the analysis, too. The cluster size 
might be very small or the cluster 
might not be supported by the 
backend after receiving more 
context. Then, the native 
TensorFlow runtime is used.

That’s not all. The CNN Network holds 
the Intermediate Representation of 
the operator cluster to be executed on 
the OpenVINO™ backend. If 
execution of the CNN Network fails in 
the OpenVINO™ runtime, the 
execution falls back to the native 
TensorFlow runtime.

There’s dynamic fallback.
OVTF traverses the 
TensorFlow graph, marks all 
supported operators, and 
clusters them logically.

Wow! My application’s 
faster! What did you do?

Where have you been?

Here’s how to install!

Allow me!

It tickles.

Does that hurt?

Discover the OpenVINOTM integration with TensorFlow
Dynamic fallback ensures that your AI code is robust
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I’ve installed the OpenVINOTM

integration with TensorFlow. 
We call it OVTF for short.

Nope! Everything else is the 
same. Same model. No retraining. 
No more code changes.

What are MYRIAD and VAD-M?

MYRIAD is for Intel® Movidius™ Vision 
Processing Units (VPUs)  and VAD-M is 
for the Intel® Vision Accelerator Design 
with 8 Intel Movidius™ Myriad™ X VPUs. 
It also works with Intel® CPUs and Intel® 
integrated GPUs.

Supported operator clusters use the OpenVINO™ runtime. 
It’s optimized to use features on a range of Intel® silicon. 
Developers can use both graph-level and kernel-level 
optimizations from the TensorFlow application.

…and tell it which backend to use. 
Supported backends include 'CPU', 'GPU', 
'GPU_FP16', 'MYRIAD', and 'VAD-M'. 

Now we add just two lines of code 
to speed up your TensorFlow 
model. They import OVTF...

Retro! Since when did you use paper?

Thanks and everything, 
but does this mean a whole 
bunch of rework now?

Aha! What about 
unsupported clusters?

They use the native 
TensorFlow runtime. 
Everything keeps working.

Sounds pretty robust.

Thanks for your help!

It is!

No problem. For advice on AI, 
ask an expert!

I’m trying to cut my screen time. 

Any questions about the OpenVINO™ integration with TensorFlow? 
Email OpenVINO-tensorflow@intel.com, or raise an issue in GitHub

Disclaimer: For maximum performance, efficiency, tooling customization, and hardware control, we recommend adopting the full Intel® Distribution of 
OpenVINO™ toolkit, using the OpenVINO™ APIs and the native OpenVINO™ runtime.
Intel, the Intel logo, OpenVINO and the OpenVINO logo are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries. *Other names and brands may be claimed as the 
property of others. © Intel Corporation

Circuit training. 
I set a new speed record.




